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GENESIS
In July, we woke early and put on our bathing
suits, still damp from the day before. We traipsed
down to the dock. We slipped into padded life
jackets and jumped into the lake behind an
ambling speedboat. The water was glass, it cut
us in half. I looked at my legs dangling beneath
the green surface. They were gelatin salad and
marshmallow veins. We treaded water and
balanced our skis. Our fastened vests kept us
from dipping beneath the waves. We were lifted,
somehow gliding along the water’s edge. It was
the motor, they insisted. It was a marvel. I waved
at a passing fisherman.
At first, we wrote alone—at desks or in coffee
shops, we slipped a few unsuspecting words
into a research paper. We couldn’t help it. We
scribbled haiku during a business meeting. I
outlined a short story during the sermon.
Eventually we found each other. We met in a
basement. We were apprehensive. We qualified
everything. This isn’t finished or I wrote it
yesterday or I don’t know about this ending.
Today, we are ordinary, working all week,
laundry to do, cooking dinner, trying to keep up
with the news, insecure about our art, people;
yet we still need to put pen to paper, to be
astonished by what surrounds us, to stay afloat.
We found Truth in each piece selected for this
issue. We found Truth in fiction and non-fiction,
in poetry, prose, and short story. These eight
pieces stand alone, submitted by writers
scattered across the globe. These eight pieces
knit themselves together. They bump up against
each other. They are ex-lovers and old friends.
We share them because we believe the act of
creating changes us, encountering others’
creations changes us, and that the joy and
discipline of creating is much sustained and
enriched by doing so in community.
We invite you to traipse down to the dock with
us.

WHAT'S IN A
NAME?
ERIN KAY BROICH

“How could you do this? How could you be so stupid?”
My dad slammed his fist on the table and shouted,
“You’ve ruined your life!”
My mom just sat next to him and cried.
I didn’t know what to say. He wasn’t wrong. If you end up
pregnant at twenty, with no husband, no job, and two
years left of college, it’s not usually because you’ve made
the most well thought-out choices.
“I’m really sorry…” I began in a broken whisper.
“Sorry?” my dad snapped. “You’re sorry? Do you have any
idea what this will do to you? To us? To your future?”
“It was an accident…” Pathetic, but not untrue.
He shot to his feet so suddenly he knocked his chair over
backwards.
“An accident? That’s all you have to say for yourself?”
Grabbing his coffee mug, he flung it across the room. I
jumped when it smashed against the wall.
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“Backing the car into the light pole outside was an
accident. This is a nightmare. A life sentence. God damn
it, Abby, what the fuck were you thinking? You’re
supposed to be smarter than this!”
My dad never swore at me. It was more startling to hear
that come out of his mouth, to have it directed at me, than
the sound of the mug shattering against the wall. I felt
tears prick the corners of my eyes, but I fought them. I
didn’t want him to think any less of me than he clearly
already did.
“Dad, I’m sorry!” I cried. “I know it was stupid. I know I
fucked up!” I saw him flinch. I’d never sworn in front of
him either. “Please, I don’t know what to do. I need your
help!”
“There are options,” my mom’s voice was soft, but clear.
My dad and I jerked in surprise, both of us having nearly
forgotten she was still in the room.
“Options?” my dad echoed.
Mom nodded. She met my eyes. Her gaze was shuttered…
closed off. I could tell that I’d broken her heart, and for the
sake of self-preservation, she was shutting me out. My
tears became harder to fight.
“You could get an abortion.”
My dad’s jaw dropped. He made a sound somewhere
between an outraged scream and rumbling roar. I felt
paralyzed by shock myself. It wasn’t that the thought
hadn’t crossed my mind, but to hear the suggestion come
out of my mom’s mouth…she was the absolute last person
I’d have thought would support that option. We were
Catholic, after all, and lived in a small midwestern town.
Both of my parents were outspoken Pro-Life Republicans.
When Planned Parenthood had tried to open a clinic in
our town, my mom was at the front of the protest.
I hadn’t seriously considered abortion up until this point
because I knew it would mean immediate and permanent
exile from my family.
“What the fuck, Shelly?” my dad finally found his voice
again and erupted. “Why would you even consider that
an option?”
My mom sat slumped in her chair, looking so defeated.
She looked up at my dad. “John, what other choice does
she have? She can’t raise this child by herself. Do you
want her to quit school and move back home with us?”
I knew that would be the most devastating thing I could
do to either of them. Worse than being unmarried and
pregnant. I was the first in my family to go to college. I was
the first who had a chance of really making something of
myself.
My parents were good, hard-working people, but without
a college-degree, it was becoming harder and harder for
them to find decent work that didn’t just help us survive,
but really thrive.

They’d made countless sacrifices throughout my
childhood, provided as many opportunities to me as
possible, just to make sure I had my pick of schools.
They’d done everything they could to tip the scales of
success and prosperity in my favor.
And with one stupid, unprotected decision, I’d spit on
their gift. Their sacrifices.
One tear finally escaped to roll down my cheek.
“Who’s the father?” my dad suddenly demanded to know,
snapping his attention back to me.
I knew the question would eventually be asked, but I still
hadn’t figured out how to answer it. I couldn’t tell them
who the father was. Not because I didn’t know, but
because of everything he stood to lose. His job, his family,
his credibility…it’d all be gone if I ever muttered his name
out
loud.
“I…I can’t tell you,” I murmured, tensing for the explosion I
knew was coming.
It didn’t take long.
“What?” my dad roared. “Why the fuck can’t you tell us?”
“Stop saying ‘fuck’, John!” my mom yelled. Of everything
that was happening, it was a random facet of the
conversation for her to fixate on. At least she was showing
some emotion, though. I hadn’t completely destroyed her
with my news.
Dad didn’t appreciate her criticism of his language,
however.
“I’ll fucking say whatever the fuck I want to say!” he
snarled, rounding on her. “My daughter is knocked up,
she either doesn’t know who the father is or won’t rat the
bastard out, and my wife wants to suck the unborn life
right out of her. Given the situation, I think I’m entitled to
use the word ‘fuck’!”
“It’s not helping the situation,” mom insisted, although
her voice had lost some of its heat.
“I don’t give a fuck!”
He turned back to me. “Tell me who the father is, Abby. I’ll
hunt that son-of-a-bitch down and kill him!”

He didn’t force me, I wanted to say. I was a willing

participant in the making of this mistake. Of course, I
didn’t speak those words out loud. Instead, I simply
repeated, “I can’t tell you.”
“Why the hell not?” dad growled.

Because he’s married.
Because our affair was a breach in policy and he’ll lose his
job if anyone finds out.

Because who would believe a man as brilliant as him
would risk everything just to screw a stupid girl like me?
Any of the reasons running through my head would have
been the truth, but if I offered any of them as an
explanation, then I wouldn’t just be the pregnant,
unmarried college girl. I’d be the slut who slept with her
married professor and was too stupid to keep myself from
getting knocked up.
The irony of my situation wasn’t lost on me. My parents
had worked tirelessly to get me to college so I could have
a better life. But if it hadn’t been for school, I’d probably
not be on the verge of ruining my whole future.
“I just can’t, dad,” I finally shrugged, desperate to change
the subject. I really didn’t know what else to say.
“Is it because you don’t know who he is,” he asked
through clenched teeth. "Jesus Christ, Abby, how many
guys have you slept with?”
That really stung. My dad thought I was a tramp, and I
couldn’t prove I wasn’t. Not without destroying someone
else’s entire world.
“I…know who the father is,” I clarified hesitantly. “I…I just
can’t tell you.”

I had no idea. I was overwhelmed and terrified. I knew I
wasn’t ready for a baby. Wasn’t ready to take on that
responsibility…that commitment.
It was so much to think about, and I hadn’t had any time
to process it.
“I want time,” I blurted. Both of my parents stared at me
blankly.
“I want time to think,” I clarified. “I don’t want to be
rushed into a decision. I don’t want to be pressured into
any one choice. I just…I just want some time.”
My dad’s face was reddening, and he opened his mouth
to shoot out a retort. My mom grabbed his wrist, however,
stopping him with her touch.
“We’ll give you time,” she nodded. “Whatever you decide,
we’ll support you.”
My dad opened his mouth once more, clearly getting
worked up all over again. My mom squeezed his wrist. A
clear warning to keep his damn mouth shut.

One Year Later…

My mom narrowed her eyes at me. “Why not?”
I let out a defeated sigh. “There’s too much for him to lose
if anyone found out about us.”
“Too much for him to lose?” My dad’s tone was
incredulous. “Your future is tanked, but that asshole gets
off scot-free?”
I knew I couldn’t make them understand. My life and
future were so insignificant compared to his. I was
nothing, but he was everything.
“Does he know?” my mom asked. “About the baby?”
Keeping my gaze downcast, I shook my head. I hadn’t
told him about the baby yet…I was waiting until I knew for
sure what I would do. If I ended up getting an abortion, it
wouldn’t matter, right? He wouldn’t need to know.
Wouldn’t need to worry about anyone else finding out.
My dad scrubbed his hands over his face in that way
people do when they’re at their emotional limit.
“I don’t know what we’re supposed to do now,” he
admitted, dropping his arms. He looked exhausted. It
made my heart ache. Made me feel like a failure as a
daughter.
My mom was watching me, her gaze sharper and more
assessing.
“What do you want to do, Abby?” she questioned in a soft
tone.

“Abby, please, you have to give us a name or we can’t
finalize anything. Do you really want to keep these people
in limbo?”
Of course I didn’t. I wanted nothing more than for this all
to be over, but they were asking too much of me.
“I’m sorry, I can’t tell you,” I said with a shake of my head. I
fiddled with the wrapper of the peppermint candy I was
nervously sucking on. It was weird. Before my pregnancy,
I hadn’t liked them. Now, I found them oddly soothing.
They calmed me down whenever I was anxious or scared.
I was sitting in a conference room with white walls, at a
long table surrounded by swivel chairs. My mom and my
lawyer sat on either side of me. Another lawyer, Mr.
Richards, who represented the couple who wanted to
adopt my baby, sat across from me.

He took his glasses off and ran his hand over his balding
head in a frustrated gesture.
“Abby, state law requires us to notify the birth-father of
the hearing to petition for termination of his and your
parental rights.
You have admitted to knowing who the father is, and the
judge refuses to proceed until he has been notified. We
can’t finalize the adoption without the hearing, and we
can’t have the hearing without the birth-father. So please,
just tell us who he is!”
I knew all that. They’d told me a million times already, but
I still wouldn’t give up his name.
My mom reached out and grabbed my hand. I looked over
at her, and her expression was pleading.
“Please, for the love of God, Abby, just tell them,” she
begged. “Think of what you’re doing to those poor
people. Think of that poor little girl!”
That baby was all I ever thought about these days. It’d
been three months since I’d given birth. I hadn’t actually
seen her, had opted out of holding her before she’d been
taken, but I couldn’t stop thinking about her.
I’d made the decision to go through with my pregnancy
fully intending to put the baby up for adoption in the end.
I hadn’t made the choice lightly, and had seriously
considered abortion for several weeks early on. When I’d
returned to school after break, I’d even visited the
Planned Parenthood in town to talk to someone about my
options and the process.
In the end, I’d decided that wasn’t what I wanted. I didn’t
want to keep the baby, but I didn’t want to terminate the
pregnancy either. So, that left adoption. My parents and I
had begun exploring my options for that route right away.
We’d decided that a private, closed adoption would be
the best choice. I wouldn’t overcomplicate the kid’s life
with my presence, and with all ties between us cut, it
would be a cleaner break for me. I’d be able to move on
with my life.
But I’d been an idiot. It hadn’t been nearly as easy as I’d
thought. I hadn’t realized in the beginning that they’d
need to know the father’s name, and I hadn’t been
prepared for how hard letting her go would be. I’d never
really seen her, but she’d lived inside of me for nine
months. She’d left her mark, whether I liked it or not.
I knew it was the right choice. I knew I couldn’t give her
the life she deserved without ruining my own. It’d been
difficult enough finishing my sophomore year of college
pregnant. I’d dealt with the morning sickness, the wild
hormones, and the uncomfortable changes in my body as
well as could be expected because I knew they were
coming. Going to most of my doctor appointments alone
hadn’t been great, but I’d made it work until I was home
for the summer and my mom could more easily come with
me.

What nearly undid me, though, during those months
when I was still in school were the looks. The whispers.
The scrutiny. It was the side-eye gazes I received from
other students when it became obvious I was pregnant
and not just getting fat.
The narrow-eyed, pursed lip looks of disapproval from my
professors. The murmured conversations that were
intentionally loud enough to let me know judgment was
being passed on me, but that I was being given the
courtesy of it taking place behind my back and not
directly to my face. I wasn’t chosen to answer questions in
class as often in those months. I wasn’t invited to parties
or bars, which I’d anticipated, but I also wasn’t invited to
book clubs and study groups. Most of the people I’d
thought would be my lifelong friends had abandoned me.
Those that had stuck around I eventually pushed away
myself because their lives were being contaminated by
my status as a social outcast.
I’d thought at a small, Christian school I’d get a little more
sympathy. A morsel of compassion. I’d been wrong. If
anything, people seemed to feel more justified in their
judgement of me, shunning me for my obvious sins while
they remained steady on their paths of righteousness.
The whole semester had been so hard. I’d been
depressed and disappointed. I’d been ashamed. I’d
thought about quitting over and over again, but then
what would be the point of it all? What would be the point
of giving up my baby if I let myself be driven out of
school? So, I’d stayed. I kept my head down, I did my
work, and I ended the semester with a 4.0 and transfer
papers for the fall. I wouldn’t quit school, but I didn’t have
to go back to that school once my baby was born.
“Abby, your mother is right,” my own lawyer was speaking
to me now, breaking me from my whirling thoughts.
His name was Dave. He was a friend of my dad’s.
Frustrated and angered by the whole situation, dad had
wiped his hands of it after I’d given birth. He’d offered me
Dave, though, as a small gesture to remind us he hadn’t
wiped his hands of me. “There’s no reason this has to go
on any longer. What reason could you possibly have for
protecting this man?”
My reasons were the same ones I’d had a year ago when
I’d first told my parents I was knocked up. Yet, a bitterness
filled me when I thought of him now. It was a newly
acquired feeling, like my current appreciation for
peppermint. Another side-effect of the pregnancy.
The last time I saw him had been way back in the spring.
We were currently sitting in mid-November. I’d never
heard from him again after our last confrontation, not
even to check if the baby was okay after the birth.
At first, I’d been too afraid to tell him about my pregnancy.
I’d avoided him. I didn’t return his calls, didn’t stop by his
office, and dropped the one course he taught that I’d
been signed up for. Eventually, though, I couldn’t hide
from him. I couldn’t hide my condition.

I’d finally told him. Swore to him no one else knew it was
his. That I’d keep it a secret.
He’d called me a whore. A liar. Demanded to know who
else I’d been fucking.
There hadn’t been anyone else, I’d insisted. Only him.
He didn’t believe me. Or at least, pretended he didn’t.
I wasn’t an idiot. I knew he was scared this would ruin his
life, and so he’d turned against me. Even after I explained
my plan to give the baby up, he wouldn’t claim it.
Wouldn’t take responsibility, if only out loud to me. I
honestly don’t know why I expected him to react any
differently, but I did. He’d broken my heart. Shattered it,
and I didn’t know if it would ever recover.
But I still couldn’t give them his name. I’d loved him then,
and a small part of me foolishly loved him still. No matter
how badly he’d hurt me, I couldn’t destroy his world.
“Abby, please,” my mother whispered. “Don’t do this to
yourself. To her.”
My baby girl.
I stayed silent and stared down at the shining table top as
I sucked on my candy.
Mr. Richards cleared his throat, breaking the
uncomfortable tension that had settled in the room.
“Abby, I know this hasn’t been easy for you,” he began,
his tone gentle and very un-lawyer-like. “My clients know
it too. They…they wanted me to give you this.” He opened
the leather binder in front of him and retrieved a small,
rectangular piece of paper. “They respect that you want a
completely closed adoption, so this is the only one they’ll
give you, but they thought…they thought it might help.”
I glanced up, curious and cautious as he slid the paper
across the table. I looked over at my mom, and her brow
was crinkled with confusion, but she offered a small nod
of her head.
Tentatively, I reached out and took the paper. I realized by
its slick texture that it was a picture before I’d turned it
over. My breath caught in my throat.
It was her. My baby. My little girl.
She was tiny, unbundled, and wearing a little pink onesie
as she stared up at the camera with big blue eyes. So
precious. So perfect. So painful.
It was a dirty play, that picture. A low blow, but a perfectly
aimed one. A kill shot. Later, I wouldn’t fault them for
doing everything possible to secure that little girl’s future.
In that moment, though, that photo slaughtered me.
My heart ripped open.

The dam I had spent three months building up was torn
down in an instant, and so many emotions flooded
through me I felt like I was drowning in them. Sorrow,
pain, regret, anger, frustration, joy, exhilaration…
Love. True love. So much of it I couldn’t contain it.
Couldn’t contain myself.
“I’m sorry,” I sobbed, tears streaming down my cheeks in
a rush. “I’m so, so sorry!”
I didn’t know who I was apologizing to exactly. Everyone.
No one. My mom and dad. The two lawyers. The couple
I’d tortured for three months.
Him.
Her.
Me.
I was sorry for everything. What I’d done, who I’d hurt.
What I intended to do, and who I would still have to hurt.
With blinding clarity, I realized the only person I never
wanted to hurt was that little girl. That beautiful little girl
who had stolen my whole heart in an instant. I wanted to
protect her. Do right by her. I’d bundled how deeply I
needed to do those things for her away because it had
hurt too much to admit to them. She wasn’t mine
anymore. I knew that. She wasn’t mine to protect, to
support. She wasn’t even mine to love, not really. But I
did, and I wanted to make sure she had everything.
There was only one way I could do that. One final gift I
could give her. The life she deserved, with people who
would love her. I never thought I could destroy his life
because I didn’t believe my own was an even trade.
Hers was. Her life was everything. She was everything.
Not me. Not him. We were nothing.
I managed to stop my tears. I forced my breathing to even
out. I fortified myself, ready to do the one thing I never
thought I would.
Raising my chin, I looked Mr. Richards square in the eye.
“All right. I’ll tell you his name.”

THE EVE
BEFORE
ERIC RUCKER

The eve before a death
the eve before a birth
the eve before a baptism
I sit in twilight
Seeing again that most times
are tissue paper thin efforts
we stretch across the cavernous
unanswerable questions
Tomorrow we will
hold hands and step through
This is the night I’ll look back on
and marvel at how little I knew
I greet this like an old friend
The eve before a death
the eve before a birth
the eve before a baptism

The Beginning of You
Part 1
TORI

HAUGEBERG

This is a story about a great many things, but they all hinge
on you. One event for which the anticipation of, preparation
for, was wholly transformative. The aftermath equally, and
certainly more actively, profound.
This is the story of you, my son. The most holy of accidents.
Wanting and needing interruption from the humdrum of our
menial jobs, after the sobering discovery that four-year
degrees do not guarantee occupational success in a
recession, we strategically stuffed all of our belongings into
a magical traveling contraption and breathed in its bubbling
promise—potential.
Like many others of our generation, we gobbled up more
education, hoping our intellectual gluttony would separate
us from the pack, while actively ignoring our engorged
student loan debt.

We shared a scooter (you can do this in the South).
We were “figuring it out.”
I flew to Minnesota for Christmas. He stayed in Georgia for
work. We reunited passionately over free, flowing
champagne–New Year’s Eve.
Five weeks later, we joked. We speculated. We denied.
Until one morning I woke up and could not “not know” any
longer. I took the most terrifying pee of my life. I waited
three dreadful minutes before shoving the positive urine
stick in my husband’s sleeping face. He stammered in a
hazy stupor.
We bought another test.
We went to the hospital.

The magic plucked us from our arctic homeland in the
Midwest and planted us knee deep in the South, a world
previously only existing in a small, neglected corner of our
minds—one of floating stereotypes: BBQ, bourbon,
confederate flags, racism.

They confirmed.

We followed our future through half-closed doors, prying
them open with sheer determination.

Where’s the baby gonna go?

I studied, puffing up my brain like an inflatable balloon. He
worked, practicing his small talk over the Whole Foods
register. We tried to maneuver the puzzle pieces of our lives.
And because we already had no money to speak of, we
decided to risk it all by starting our own business:
permaculture gardening.

In silence, we got back onto our singular scooter, neither
braving to utter the unified thought passing over us:
Where’s the baby gonna go?

This began a succession of sobering questions, each
unmasking a new layer in which our lives were utterly unfit
to host a child:
“How will I continue graduate school?”
“Who will watch the baby when our whole family lives
states away?”

“How the hell are we going to afford this on our next-tonothing, unstable income?”
Amidst these anxious queries, and a flurry of research
papers, I threw up, I napped (often unintentionally), and I
laughed and yelled and cried, often simultaneously.
All the while, subtly, without our knowing, this mystery
inside me was changing us, creating space where there
had not been space before, softening our edges. We didn’t
know yet, darling, how much we needed you. How your
little life would raise to the forefront central questions of
our subsistence, of what we were really doing here. The
beginning of you bolstered us, emboldened us to choose.
Catapulted us to a point of decision, extinguishing all
luxury of hesitancy.
You were so grandly contrived.
This is not to say there was no struggle, that the reshaping
of our lives came without resistance. In fact, I was quite
determined to show the world I could still do and be all
while pregnant. My grades would not suffer. I would
maintain my summer hospital chaplaincy internship at 6months pregnant, regardless of the weekly overnights and
grieving mothers I would regularly encounter. I planned to
promptly resume my rigorous course schedule shortly after
your birth. You see, I could not fathom the gratification that
would come from a life reframed around another. How
refreshing it might be for my thoughts to be so occupied by
someone other than self. {Marriage was the beginning of
this lesson, but it was different. It did not demand all of me
in the visceral way of motherhood.}
We then met the unexpected as our routine 20-weekultrasound appointment rapidly deteriorated into a flurry of
panic, hushed whispers, unanswered questions. You were
a boy. This joyous news was swallowed up by the
roaringthunderingdeafening silence. Cysts detected in
your brain. An indication of CPC. Life-threatening.
And everything changed.
You were no longer an abstraction. You were our boy, our
baby boy, whose life, health, was not guaranteed. How
presumptuous we were to assume otherwise. Nothing else
mattered but holding your healthy, whole body in my arms.
Knowing you would be okay. Everything else faded into
Distance. They were the abstractions. You were more real
than it all.

This is when we became parents.
We did everything we could to eliminate unnecessary
stress in my life, to create the most hospitable conditions
for your arrival. We began to re-think it all: where and how
you would enter this world and the life you would inherit
when you did. What did we want to be about? Birth, you
see, has a weight to it and a way of putting everything else
on the scale along side it.

I turned down my summer internship a week before the
start date. I began to acknowledge my limitations. I finally
allowed myself to be and feel pregnant. What precipitated
was most surprising: in letting go of my stringent
expectations, something else began to take its place.
Desire. Desire to build a life from the ground up, a home
made of dirt and seeds, intimately acquainted with Earth’s
raw materials. These were themes we had been circling for
years, but, until now, had lacked the impetus to commit.
Within weeks our fears were mitigated; the cysts no longer
visible. But what was set into motion could not be reversed.
The axis of our orbit had permanently shifted.

MORTAL, HAVE YOU SEEN
THIS?
ANDREW TONEY-NOLAND

Start at the beginning,
having just arrived on Phewa’s shore, where
crumpled sages forced from sacred places
peddle knock-offs to the gap-year chaps and yuppie seekers.
Where rain-stained prayer flags dip their toes irreverently
into a stew of condom wrappers and filmy bottles of San Miguel.
These hills, are they your manifest destiny?
Within a fortnight you’ll surely traverse them,
up and over the snowy fenced ring
that ripples its reflection on the dim water,
to your personal altar atop the heavens.
If you can help yourself,
now find the source.
Reverse Ezekiel’s course and sneak past the dam
to where the Seti flows down from on high.
March past the Bagar bridge
where foil wrappers line the gorge,
fake fluorescents in the dark abyss.
Further north,
where once and still the deep green walls
bow to the holy khola.
Fishermen carefully blanket
the wide milky white flow
while naked children dance upon the rocks.
Follow the shrinking stream into the hills,
see here, the holy man
gently setting the flame
to the pyre.
Around the bend,
the buffalo’s mouth
dipping silently.
Here, the orioles
cascading.
Here, the chink in the altar.

UNTITLED BRENNA LAKESON
I.

I.

I wonder what your body looks like sober. Not pawing
around in the dark in a fog of whiskey, but deliberate love
making. What is it like to wear your plaid shirt and my
underwear in your kitchen while I get a glass of water?
What is it like to lie in bed with you all day in July? Do I
show up in your dreams, too, unsolicited? Do you want to
walk to a café with your arm around me and sit by an open
window and talk about our dead parents?

I wonder what your body
looks like when we are not
pawing around in the dark,
in a fog of whiskey.

What colors are your sheets, your curtains, your walls? Do
you hang up your white t-shirts in a small closet with a
sliding door or do you leave them in a pile? I want to know
everything inside you, to “press my nose up to the glass
around your heart.” I want you to tell me about your sister
and your preschool and all your scraped knees. I want to
kiss your neck and lay my head on your chest and peel back
all your tightly spun layers.
I want to grow a garden with you. We can save each other,
you know. We can make a thing together, a beautiful thing
full of light and laughter and hands. We can go on walks
and drink too much coffee. You can tell me things in big
words I don’t understand while you touch my hair. I can sit
on your couch with my feet under your leg while we watch
a show on television.

I want to kiss your
neck and lay my head
on your chest and
peel back all your
tightly spun layers.
We can make a thing
together, full of light
and laughter and hands.
But I want to protect
this made up story,
the one where you carry me
to bed after I fall asleep
on your shoulder.

I want to look at you and feel comfort instead of anxiety. I
don’t want to look at you and wonder, I want to look at you
and know. I want us to explode this silly, romantic thing
I’ve made up with our real truths, with our bodies, with our
voices. But I also want to grow and protect this made up
story, the one where you carry me to bed after I fall asleep
on your shoulder.
I can’t shut you out. You walk around the perimeter of my
thoughts like you own the place. I want to be allowed to let
you in. Sometimes our eyes meet, and then I think that
maybe you feel this too. I want to ask you but I know it’s
better that I don’t. I keep thinking that we can overcome
this terrible timing but maybe we can’t. Maybe this is my
two-fold punishment, and I have to watch you walk away.
II.
It’s all real now. Or maybe it’s not. Maybe it’s just as
made up as before, but only now I can touch it. Now I
know the answers to those strangely specific questions. I
know how many pillows are on your bed and what kind of
cereal you eat in the morning. I know what your body
looks like when midmorning sunlight pours over it from the
small window above your bed. I know what my fingernails
look like against your freckled neck. I know what it feels
like to sleep with my body close to yours with our hands
balled up together. I know what it’s like to kiss you first
thing in the morning to let me know that the night was real.
I think I know some of your secrets, but maybe I know
nothing. Maybe all of these things that I know are still
make-believe. I don’t wonder what the walls of your room
look like anymore, but I wonder what your walls look like.
Sometimes I think you take them down, but people like you
don’t take their walls down. You have secrets trapped
inside you, and I want to pull them out. When I look into
your eyes that are a little too close together, I don’t ask any
of these questions. When we sit on your couch with a
bottle of wine and you tell me to suck on my piece of
chocolate instead of chewing it because it brings the flavors
out – you’re not mysterious then. But when I get home to
my much bigger bedroom window, questions well up inside
me and spill over onto everything I touch.
You said things about my body that no one had ever said to
me. Your intensity is overwhelming, but then you break
your well-constructed façade by doing impressions of your
mother’s southern accent, and I think maybe I don’t know
you at all. This all still seems impossible, still imaginary,
still unfulfilled. There are still handfuls of questions, but
I’ll just hold them until you get back. We aren’t ready for
the questions yet. The questions might make it fall apart.
You are safe and reckless at the same time. I feel protected
when you fold your tall body around mine while I sleep.
Maybe you’re bad for me, and maybe I’ll figure that out
when it’s too late. But I still wouldn’t mind spending a
summer soaking you in through my pores. A summer of
cotton dresses and walks through muddy trails and
nakedness in that attic bedroom of yours rolls out before
me. Now that we’ve arrived somewhere, I’m not sure
where we are. But I don’t want to leave.

II.
Now I know what you
look like in the early
morning sunlight and what
my fingernails look like
against your freckled neck.
I am overwhelmed by
your intensity, and when
you crack a smile and
imitate your mother’s southern
drawl
I think maybe I don’t know you.
Now that we’ve arrived
somewhere, I’m not sure
where we are but I don’t
want to leave.
You tell me your dad
was a good person
when he wasn’t drinking.
You ask me
about the wildest thing
I’ve ever done.
You tell me
my hair smells good
when it falls in your face.
I wake up
in the middle of the night
just to trace my finger
over your collarbone again.

I want to be alive with you. You tell me about how you
hate hippies and about that one time when you ran from the
cops. You tell me that your dad was a good person when
he wasn’t drinking. You ask me about the wildest thing
I’ve ever done. You tell me my hair smells good when it
falls into your face. We lay in bed for hours – talking and
touching. I tell you I don’t want to sleep because I don’t
want it to end. I wake up in the middle of the night just to
trace my finger over your collarbone and count the freckles
on your shoulder again. I bury my face in your neck
because I want my whole body to be touching your whole
body because then it will be real.
III.
There aren’t any more questions. My hands are empty
now, and your hands are empty. We showed all our cards,
and it was almost worth it. The whole long story is more
real now, knowing that I wasn’t making it up all along. For
a few short minutes we fanned the strange, calm fire
between us, only to find out that it was too dangerous after
all.
We sit with mosquitoes and stars and bats. We tell each
other the most painful secrets. In between our risky
sentences, we make shapes out of the silhouettes of bushes
like children make shapes out of clouds. Sometimes
silence sits with us like a soft pet that makes things more
comfortable instead of worse. When I rest my head on
your arm, you rest your head on mine, and it feels strangely
vulnerable.
I know why I can’t know what all is inside you now. It’s
too much even for you to handle. You say we have to let
this go. You say I’ll be glad we didn’t try. I stare off into
the nighttime and wish you weren’t right. But both of us
have open wounds too big to love anything well. I touch
your hair and the back of your neck, which is sticky with
sweat in the evening summer heat. You rest your head on
your arms and sigh. Your body relaxes in a way I’ve never
seen before. This is the most real moment, the only
moment you’ve ever released your pent-up self in front of
me. We sit with the silence some more. We talk about
how everyone carries so much pain. For the first time, we
don’t laugh very much.
I was right before, that the timing is terrible, and that we
can’t overcome it. At least not this time around. We never
say it out loud because it is too precious to speak. On your
lips, though, I can feel the words with my own lips. I can
taste their shapes with my tongue and I can feel them inside
your body with my arms wrapped around you too tight.
When you press your face into my shoulder, I whisper, “me
too” into your ear because I need you to know I understand.
You walk me to my car with your arm around me, and I
grip your hand tighter and tighter so that maybe I won’t
have to let it go. I rest my forehead on your chest while we
stand in the parking lot so you won’t see me trying not to
cry. You tell me to be safe and to let you know when I get
home. We reach out our arms as you walk away so that our
hands touch until the very last second. You ride your bike
past me with the clip-on light blinking. You wave to me in
the saddest way and all I can do is sit and stare out into the
dark alone.

III.
My hands are empty
now, and your hands
are empty. It was almost
worth it.
Sometimes silence sits
with us like a soft pet
that makes things more
comfortable instead of worse.
You say I’ll be glad
we didn’t try.
Both of us have wounds
too big to love well.
I rest my forehead
on your chest
so you won’t see me
trying not to cry.
You wave to me
in the saddest way
and I stare out into
the dark, alone.

IV.

IV.

We tried to stay away. But the second you walked through
the door, I knew. We spent the whole evening trying not to
make too much eye contact. I laughed a little too hard at
your jokes that were almost our own set of inside jokes but
not quite. I sat near you but not too near. Listening to your
voice felt like home. Hearing you talk to other people was
jarring, like they were infringing on something that was our
own. Like your voice belonged only to me. The same
voice that talked to me in our secret moments was the same
voice you used to talk about television shows, and it was
jarring.

We tried to stay away.
I laugh a little too hard
at your jokes that
are almost our own.

One last time, tequila gives us the courage, like it always
does. “Stay,” I say. “Come,” you say. And just like that
you follow me home, both of us knowing that we’re
breaking the so-called rules. It’s almost as if we made
them up knowing that we would break them, and that
makes it all the more desirable. I kiss you in the parking lot
like a long time lover, not like the secret you are.
In my room, you peruse pictures of my dead mother on the
walls and tell me how organized everything is. “What’s
wrong with you?” you joke about my neatly stacked office
supplies, as though I’m the one who is too broken for this.
We turn off the lights only to turn them back on again
because you want to be able to see me. We press our
bodies as close as they go so we can hold onto these
moments because soon they will end. If we hold each other
tight enough, I can make time stop for us. I feel the
questions form again. You always bring the questions with
you, but tonight it doesn’t matter because you are here.
I stay awake for as long as my eyes stay open because I
want to remember every second with you even if it destroys
me. If I sleep, I will have to wake up and you will have to
leave. But if I’m awake, you are here and you are mine. I
fight the consistent urge to say things I shouldn’t say
because they will scare you. You ask me what I’m
thinking, and I say I can’t tell you. I feel your body relax
into me as you lose consciousness to the night. I hold both
your hands and wrap your arms around me. I bury myself
in you so that I’ll be embedded in your skin and we’ll have
to stay that way.
In the daylight, you tell me over and over that I’m beautiful
and I don’t know what to say back because it makes me
want to cry. I tell you to stay even though I know you
can’t. I hate letting you out my front door because of the
possibility that you might never come back. I stand at the
door and watch you walk around the corner. I watch you
drive away out my window. I feel the same desperation
and convince myself that it was worth it.
We are still a made up delusion. You are not mine and I
am not yours. Even so, I would drop everything for you,
for us. We are bigger than time, and it seems that, no
matter how hard I wish it, I will not stop loving you.

Stay,

I say.

Come,

You say.
You joke about my
neatly stacked office supplies,
as though I’m the one
who’s too broken for this.
I keep my eyes open for
as long as I can
because I want to remember
every second with you
even if it destroys me.

V.

V.

There is silence. Even after you begin to make excuses, I
know your reasons won’t fix me. You are falling away,
and I will never see lazy Sundays with you. We will never
have brunch or go to farmer’s markets or go on a bike ride
in the afternoon. This story in front of our eyes now is the
whole thing. It feels both too short and impossibly long.
You brought me to life and destroyed me at the same time.
You were a tourist of my body with no intention of making
it home.

You were a tourist
of my body
with no intention
of making it home.

You cared for me like a potted flower that you sometimes
forgot to water until it withered into death and you had to
throw it out, with your coffee grounds and banana peels.
You took all of me and none of me.
Sometimes we need enemies to define who we are. I’m
still remembering who I am, but I know who I’m not.
When you said I was beautiful, you didn’t mean I was
yours. Love does not have to be only in the sunlight, but it
certainly doesn’t exist only in the dark.

When you said I was
beautiful, you didn’t mean
I was yours.
You cared for me
like a potted plant
that you sometimes
forgot to water.
Love does not have to
be only in the sunlight
but it doesn’t exist
only in the dark.
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MARRIAGE IS DULL, A TEDIOUS
EXPECTANT HARBOR

That spring, I became obsessed with
young lovers who could swing dance
and do-si-do under spotlights or with
spinning disco balls. I spotted them
on park benches and sprawled under
blooming Magnolia trees all pink in
the cheeks their thick eager fingers
tangled over cheap serapes.

Rarely do I wake tucked into a warm
crook, feeling hot breath on my neck.
The coffee is already on and I’ve laced
my running shoes. I grab the Saturday
paper on my way in. We sit across from
each other. Did you see the piece on
the pipeline? The politico? I read his
horoscope and he pretends to listen.

Staring at the cracks in our ceiling
I convince myself this isn’t enough.
There aren’t fleeting moments of
easy romance. We’ve yet to share a
cigarette on the curb outside our
favorite bar. We don’t even have a
favorite bar. The soft mornings are
awfully void, my head too clear.

The fan in the kitchen is busted, we
argue about money, laundry, our libidos.
We meet with our therapist. This is
when I remember each previous lover
in order of infatuation. Spending extra
cash on cortados and huevos rancheros.
Sex on the island after kayaking Crab Lake.
Meeting halfway in mall parking lots.

I see your body rise and fall on the
bed beside me. I try to write a quick
couplet to capture the stillness of
separate routines in order to prove
how stunning this unassuming life can be.
A king size mattress is the antithesis
of intimacy, I think. In ten years I’ll
tell you it saved made our marriage.

This is when the crack in the ceiling
becomes a gateway, when I stretch my
fingers and toes toward a different
threshold. Marriage is dull, a tedious
expectant harbor. I’m beginning to favor
a simple boredom. I’m beginning to see
the pleasure of a bigger bed, a love
spread wide and thick.

ICE
GABRIEL EISEN

Geoff finished his last piece of ice by tilting the glass back all the
way, so the cube would come unstuck from the glass’ bottom and
slide grudgingly down into his mouth. He noshed it purposefully,
and seeing his glass empty, I knew it was time to go. I followed
him off the porch, our chairs left rocking behind us, where the old
man still sat, disgruntled as ever.
“It won’t do,” he was saying with a frown.
“Sure it will do,” Geoff was returning. “You watch, old man.”
I headed over to start the car. It took some doing in those days;
you had to stoop down low in front of the engine and work the
crank until it gave you its sputter, then its whir. After the whir,
there was nothing left to hear but the almighty clatter of the
American combustion machine. Geoff took that ineffable roar as
cue to quit his arguing. I got behind the wheel, and he clambered
in at my side. We left the old man rocking in our dust, pulling off
the dirt onto the smooth paved road.
Passing by the first cluster of shops that lined the road, the
outskirts of the town, Geoff pointed to one and said “Pull over
there, will ya?” It was a sad little drugstore, soda fountain, the
old brick crumbling. Such little business, must have been, that
there was a bell on the door so they’d hear someone coming and
could rush out from the back, where god knows what they’d been
doing. A pretty girl came to the counter. “Alice” was printed
neatly on the pin above her left breast.
“Leroy,” Geoff said without any fanfare or kindly howdy-dos. “I
need Leroy.”
She frowned a little. We were not there for ice creams or sodas
after all; she had rushed from the kitchen for nothing. She
wouldn’t be getting any penny tips at all. For my part, I knew the
peculiar kind of business Geoff Gomfrey was about. You’d be
hard pressed to find a lousier sort than Gomfrey. You’d have to
travel a ways, anyhow. To another county, maybe. There ought to
be some rule, and maybe there is, that no two Gomfrey-types can
be in the same hundred miles. It’d make things too rotten, that.

It wasn’t that she knew Gomfrey right off, for what he was,
only that she could venture a guess by the look of him.
Anyway, the green-smocked girl, Alice, frowned a little, and
gestured towards the double doors, still swinging, with her
thumb, and Geoff plowed right through, and I was left
standing between the front door and the counter. If I was
one type of man, I would have made my way to the counter,
and leaned jauntily on my forearms, leering at her. I might
have ordered an ice cream, or otherwise said something
cunning. Though I didn’t then know what type of man I was,
I knew enough to know I wasn’t the leering sort; there
wasn’t much to brag about with the sort I was, I knew that
too. But seeing that I wasn’t the leering sort, that I simply
stood in the doorway fumbling my hands, seemed to win
some points with her. Her frown, fresh from Geoff, seemed
to fade a bit, and she went and filled a soda for herself, and
leaned back against the rear counter. Perhaps all a greensmocked girl in a small town got was the cunning, leering
type, and it was a bit of fresh air to have something else,
however pathetic. I took the chance to look around the
store, scanning the rows of dull household wares, until my
eyes struck upon something with a start. There was another
human being in the place, an old druggist, way in the back,
hunched over a newspaper. He must not have noticed us
come in at all. He seemed ancient, older certainly, than the
man, back at the house, rocking in his chair, older than just
about anybody.
“Ninety-two years, he is. And counting,” Alice said, for I must
have been staring. “And he’s very good. Mind’s still sharp.
Deaf as a post, but good as they come, for a druggist.”
I shifted my gaze from the old man to her, and I must have
done it without removing any of the gaping surprise I’d
given him, for she made a kind of dignified giggle.
“Care for a soda?” she asked. “An ice cream?” She came to
the front of the counter, a glossy menu in hand.
And I moved towards her, to receive the menu, which
suddenly seemed like a very nice present. It was like a
Christmas morning kind of present, where, just the day
before you’d been perfectly content in all the world, but
now there was a neatly wrapped, neatly bowed present in
your mother’s outstretched hands, and your heart burned
with desire. I was too old for such feelings, I told myself,
reaching for the menu. I was no longer a schoolboy. But I
needn’t have worried, for nasty voices rose loudly from the
kitchen, giving both the girl and me pause in our
movement. We froze watching the double doors. A moment
later, the black shining blur of Geoff’s cow leather shoes
appeared beneath them, then he burst forth, each door
bouncing violently against the wall. He held a paper
through in one hand, a badly mishandled, partially eaten
hamburger in the other. He threw the lot down carelessly on
the counter as he strode, a few fries skittering out of the
trough.
He paused at the door regarding me. I now had the menu in
my hand.

“Well,” he demanded, little bits of burger flying, “Aren’t you
coming?” He pushed out the door without waiting for a
response, the bell clanging behind him.
So loud it was that the deaf old druggist must have heard
the racket, for from the far end of the store came a distinctly
deaf voice, a voice that could plainly not hear itself saying,
and huskily, “Was’ goin’ on, Alice?”
“Nothing, Mr. Joan,” shouted Alice, at near the top of her
lungs, but not unkindly.
He made a husky grunt, and he slouched again over the
paper.
I looked to Alice, who regarded old Joan with a softness to
break the heart. Her eyes slowly drifted to mine, almost
absently, and in very quick sequence, I noticed two things
about them. I noticed the two entirely separately, as
independent and unrelated as two things can be.
First, I noticed a loathing in them. A loathing for what had
just happened. A loathing for Geoff, and by extension, me.
And, oh, how I hated him. I’d never really thought to feel any
way about him at all. He was what he was. But now, now a
hatred burned deep and narrow in my chest. Then quite
suddenly, the second thing was noticed, and it overtook the
first and disappeared it entirely. For I now noticed that her
eyes, which were softening somewhat on mine, some of the
loathing fading, were precisely the same green as her
smock. The shades were identical. Without thinking, I drew
out my wallet and, from it, a paper. From the nook of my ear,
I took my pen. I penned the number of our hotel, and by it
the room number, then fled for the door.
“You think I’d call you?” she asked sardonically as I made
the bell chime yet again, setting one foot over the
threshold. It stung me, I admit, though I thought, just
maybe, as I drew
the second foot to the spot of the first, that she gave the
flicker of a smile.
“Stay in the car,” grumbled Geoff, “Keep the engine
running. I’ll only be a minute.”
We were back at the old man’s place. By all observation, he
hadn’t moved at all, still seated and rocking, though the sun
had gotten much higher, and the porch was hardly shaded
anymore.
The car’s window open, I could just make out Geoff over the
engine: “You were right old man, it wouldn't do.”
I couldn't hear the man’s response, but he wore a self
satisfied expression. And soon enough it was out of mind,
for we were gone, back onto the slab, back to the
smattering of buildings, what excused for a town, to the
hotel. We took our dinner silently, for Geoff was brooding,
and I was never one to initiate. I didn’t mind, however, for I
had a pleasant thought on which I was thinking.
“Tomorrow we’ll try Beaverton,” was all he said.

Then: “Hell,” more to himself than me. “You’d think with
prohibition coming, people’d be willing to get in the game.”
I woke to the phone ringing. It was, at first, a distant
obnoxious chime. But then, just as suddenly, it was an
angelic glimmer, a giddiness on the horizon, and I was up
and out of bed, feeling light and youthful. For who could be
calling but Alice of the smock-green eyes?
“Hello.”
“It's Leroy,” came the gruff voice. “Got this number off the
soda girl. This Geoff’s fellar?”
“Yes,” I gulped.
“Tell him this. Tell him I’ve thought about it, and, well—” he
paused, uncertain for a fluttering instant, and who could
blame him, but then plowing on “Well, dammit, it’s time I
got clear of this town anyways. You tell him.”
And so it was that I nervously went to rattle Geoff’s door.
And so it was that I sat alone in the idling car by the curb,
palms sweating, fingering the wheel.
For what Geoff had been planning, after all, in simple terms,
was robbery. He’d only needed Leroy to make it a sure
thing. Now he had Leroy, and by extension the sure thing.
He’d needed Leroy, the lowly drugstore cook, because he
could pick a lock quicker than the jack rabbit flees the fox—
and safes? In and out in two minutes, maybe three. It was
just happy coincidence, Geoff said, that the bank was rightsnug up against the old drugstore. Happy coincidence,
that, he said. So, this was the plan, anyway—that Leroy
would wiggle out the back of his kitchen, pick his way in the
side of Bard’s Banking and Trust, and gorge the safe of
whatever, surely modest, dough this little town had there.
Meanwhile, Geoff would go right in through the front, which
I watched him do, with the customary kicking in of the door,
the warning blasts to the ceiling, the sad, helpless shrieks of
panic from the bankers, from the unlucky citizenry, which
reached me only faintly through the open windows of the
car. I sipped from the paper soda cup, not hardly tasting the
drink over the slamming of my chest.
I’d bought the soda from Alice for a nickel. Geoff had gone
in to wink at Leroy, to hand him a black leather bag. With
Geoff in the kitchen, I asked for a lime soda. It was nerves
that I talked to her. I had not changed overnight from a
pathetic man, to the leering sort. Just nerves. As she poured
the soda water, she gave me a kind of pleading look, like
she knew, which she couldn’t have, of course, but she gave
me the look nevertheless. And as she added the lime, from
the bottle, I’d wanted to say something, something bold
and sweet like in a picture show, or a fluffy novel, but all I
could do was order the soda, exchange it for a nickel, give a
penny tip. That’s all she had of me, those six cents. She
wasn’t even wearing a green smock today. No, today it was
a kind of reddish-brown.

BANG
I had gotten lost in my thought, but here I was in the idling
car. What was it? What was it?! It was Geoff crumpling to the
ground, dropping the black leather bag, his face blank.
He’d made it only halfway from the door to the car. I looked
around. What had happened? There was a shriek. Just
behind me on the sidewalk, out in front of the drugstore,
were two smoking barrels. Behind them, attached to them,
was the druggist, Joan, looking anything but ninety-two.
Behind him, Alice in her reddish-brown smock, who must
have shrieked. She shrieked again. Joan was calmly
dropping the barrels from the gun. He was wrestling out the
spent shells, which was no easy matter, for they were still,
quite literally, smoking.
I did not know what to do. I fingered the wheel. I glanced at
Alice. I glanced at the crumpled Geoff. Then Leroy’s head
popped out the door of Bard’s. He surveyed the scene with
the unmistakable nature of a slow witted man who is quick
witted in one particular setting only, which was this. He saw
Geoff’s crumpled body, the bag on the ground. Only he
could not see what had done the crumpling. But his wit was
in fine form, he guessed it. He peeked cautiously around the
bank’s entrance wall to catch sight of Joan, only just now
fishing out the second spent shell, only just now reaching
for fresh ones from his front shirt pocket. Leroy made a dash
for it, he did. Made a dash from the foyer, to the bag, to the
passenger seat.
“Drive,” he hollered with a wildness.
And though my foot slammed on the gas til each gear
screamed, and my hand worked the shifter up to the next,
my eyes lay fixed in the rear view. The druggist did not
bother firing after us. He was sharp, like she said. Wouldn’t
waste the good shells. But he shouted. He shouted what
was undoubtedly the cook’s name, only it sounded like
Larow. “Larow!” he shouted with what was betrayal, but no
surprise. Yes, he was betrayed, but not surprised, and he
waved the shotgun about his head. Beside him was the
green smocked girl, who wore a reddish-brown smock, who
was Alice, who, I realized, didn’t even know my name.
We got clear of the cluster of buildings, the excuse of a
town. And still, I fixed my eyes on the rear view, on the
disappearing Alice, and into the frame, out of the very last
dirt alley, pulled a cruiser, sirens blaring. It did not try to
overtake us, though. It kept just so far away as I roared
on. I drove for what seemed a year, the cruiser after us, just
so far away, until Leroy said, “Good heavens, boy, that’s far
enough. Pull over, won’t you?”
I did as I was told.
The cruiser came to a rest behind us. A man got out. He
approached the window. It was the old man from the porch,
the old man from the rocking chair. The one who had said, It
won’t do, who had smiled in the self-satisfied way. It was
him, only now he wore a wide-brimmed hat, a shiny golden
star pinned to his shirt.

“Evening, Sheriff,” Leroy said, rather sheepishly, though the
whole had, of course, been planned.
“I was beginning to worry you’re gonna make a run for it.”
“Oh no,” said Leroy jovially, “just wanted to be good and
sure we were clear of town. Right boy?” he said to me,
slapping me playfully on the shoulder.
“Well then,” said the sheriff, “Half. And quick.” He was
looking up and down the deserted highway, and then, with
a start, into the car. “Say, where’s Geoff?”
Leroy paused from his shuffling of the dough. He looked up
at the sheriff with the same happy sheepishness as before.
The sheriff wasn’t the type for sheepishness, you could tell.
He narrowed his eyes
“No, no. Twasn’t me,” Leroy hastened, returning to the
dough. “It was the druggist.”
“Joan?” the Sheriff chuckled, “Sharp one, he is.” And taking
the money: “Now get gone.”
Again, I complied, pressing the gas and shifting the gears.
And again, though I knew there was nothing to see but the
flatness of country, the fading bastard of a sheriff, and,
somewhere, way back there, Alice and old Joan, I could not
steal my eyes from the rear view.
“Watch the road will you?!” barked Leroy, for in my fixation,
I must have crossed the double yellow. Then: “Geoff said
you could drive. What’s the matter with you, anyway? Drive,
boy, drive.”
I tore my eyes from the mirror and with ferocity, complied.
I watched him, out the corner of my eye, as Leroy looked
down at the dough. I watched the jovial take him over
again. And as I changed into the fourth and highest gear, as
the car roared like so many broken hearts, he chuckled.
“We’re rich, my boy. By golly, we’re rich.”

A SASSY POEM
CAROLINE TONEY-NOLAND

I don’t know exactly what a poem is.
I do know how to lounge, how to look for second hand sofas online, how to drink tea with coworkers
and talk about their new pet bunnies.
If we must write to stay alive then I ask - who will change the lightbulbs?
Who will make the banana bread for the party tomorrow to celebrate my very own joining with
another human some years ago?
Who will tell this human how much they are loved while I sit in my corner quietly musing over
this word or that?
Tell me what I should do with my one precious life if not the laundry? If not the commenting on
my brother’s wall that he looks fantastic and that I ache to see his child in for real time
instead of FaceTime?
Who would trade a piece of writing on my blog with 24 subscribers for the same number of
hours of time back again with my grandma?
Do the words really matter that much?
Is it better for the mother- my mother I mean- who is waiting for test results from a test no one
knows about because speaking it aloud would require too much on this Monday- to read of my
not-so-unique perspective on the daily goings-on or to hear my snorting laughter on a low
quality phone call?
When I could have been writing instead I was giving leftovers to the ink spotted puppy on the
porch. I was (unintentionally) killing a cactus when its plastic protectant fell apart in my hands
over the kitchen table. I was trying to make friends by sending nyt articles about dirty sponges in
a whatsapp group. I was pondering if mustard yellow curtains would let in the morning sun
beams without letting in the curious eyes of my neighbor.
I wonder how much the words buy us. What is their price? A vision, a feeling, a euphoria, an
expression, a release. How much do we lose when we sit with pen and paper?
What do we lose when we don’t?
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